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Abstract
We present a Bayesian method for feature selection in the presence of grouping information
with sparsity on the between- and within group level. Instead of using a stochastic algo-
rithm for parameter inference, we employ expectation propagation, which is a deterministic
and fast algorithm.
Available methods for feature selection in the presence of grouping information have a
number of short-comings: on one hand, lasso methods, while being fast, underestimate the
regression coefficients and do not make good use of the grouping information, and on the
other hand, Bayesian approaches, while accurate in parameter estimation, often rely on the
stochastic and slow Gibbs sampling procedure to recover the parameters, rendering them
infeasible e.g. for gene network reconstruction. Our approach of a Bayesian sparse-group
framework with expectation propagation enables us to not only recover accurate parameter
estimates in signal recovery problems, but also makes it possible to apply this Bayesian
framework to large-scale network reconstruction problems.
The presented method is generic but in terms of application we focus on gene regulatory
networks. We show on simulated and experimental data that the method constitutes a
good choice for network reconstruction regarding the number of correctly selected features,
prediction on new data and reasonable computing time.
Keywords: feature selection, spike-and-slab, expectation propagation, signal recovery,
network reconstruction, sparse-group
1. Introduction
Feature selection problems with grouped features arise in many statistical applications, for
example when prior knowledge about the features is available. In the presence of group-
ing information, feature selection methods should consider two levels of sparsity, that is
between-group sparsity and within-group sparsity. Between-group sparsity discards whole
groups of features that bear as a group no influence on the dependent variable. Within-group
sparsity chooses within one group of features the ones that are explanatory and discards
the remaining features. To take this two-level sparsity into account, the standard linear
regression model with feature selection (Murphy, 2012, Chapter 13) needs to be extended.
In general, feature selection can be approached from the frequentist or the Bayesian
viewpoint. The frequentist approach infers point estimates of the parameters, based on
samples, as approximations to the universal true parameters, while the Bayesian approach
treats the parameters as stochastic entities themselves, and as such gives probabilistic inter-
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pretations of parameters based on prior beliefs in the framework of Bayes’ theorem (Bishop,
2006, Section 1.2.3). In feature selection, the frequentist approach is mostly represented by
the lasso method (Tibshirani, 1996). The group lasso (Yuan and Lin, 2006) takes between-
group sparsity into account, while the sparse-group lasso (Friedman et al., 2010a; Simon
et al., 2013) considers both between-group sparsity and within-group sparsity.
An example for a Bayesian approach to feature selection is the spike-and-slab method
(Mitchell and Beauchamp, 1988). Xu and Ghosh (2015) present different Bayesian models
for feature selection in the presence of grouped features. In most instances, the appli-
cation of the Bayesian approach relies on Gibbs sampling, which is an algorithm to infer
parameters within the Bayesian framework (Geman and Geman, 1984), but Gibbs sampling
needs to run for long times to give reliable results. As such, the Bayesian approach was
ill-suited for some tasks like large-scale gene network inference. An alternative to Gibbs
sampling is expectation propagation (Minka, 2001a), a deterministic algorithm not relying
on stochastic sampling. Expectation propagation can potentially decrease the run-time of a
Bayesian approach at the cost of a larger mathematical overhead and a less straight-forward
implementation. Herna´ndez-Lobato et al. (2013) introduced expectation propagation up-
dates for the spike-and-slab model with between-group sparsity, but an extension that takes
within-group sparsity into account remained an open problem.
Here we present a Bayesian framework for feature selection when features are grouped
and are sparse on the between- and within-group level, along with closed-form solutions
of the corresponding expectation propagation parameter updates, and provide an efficient
implementation as well. This allows us to plug the method into the framework of neighbor-
hood selection (Meinshausen and Bu¨hlmann, 2006) for large-scale network reconstruction,
which was restricted to the use of lasso methods before. Furthermore we apply and compare
our method on real experimental data to reconstruct gene regulatory networks.
2. Sparse-Group Bayesian Feature Selection with Expectation
Propagation
In this section we present a Bayesian model and algorithm for feature selection that is sparse
on the between- and within-group level. Consider a linear regression model
y = X · β + ε, (1)
with response vector y ∈ RM , vector of coefficients β ∈ RN , noise vector ε ∈ RM and data
matrix X ∈ RM×N . ε = (εm)Mm=1 is a vector of independent, identically distributed variables
(errors) distributed according to εm ∼ N (0, σ20). Equation (1) is the matrix notation of the
following equation:
ym =
N∑
n=1
βn · xmn + εm, where m = 1, . . . ,M. (2)
If we assume that most βn are effectively equal to zero, we have the scenario of sparse
regression or feature selection. Furthermore, we consider that there is an inherent grouping
G of the variables (X1, . . . , XN ). A grouping of the features or equivalent, a map G :
{1, . . . , N} → {1, . . . , G} with G the number of groups, is an additional information about
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the structure of the data. The map G assigns to every feature (respectively its index n) a
group (respectively group index g): G(n) = g. If G is injective, every feature is mapped to
its own group and thus the mapping reduces to a non-informative grouping. For a given
group g we denote by G−1(g) the set of indices G−1(g) ⊆ {1, . . . , N} which corresponds to
all the features in group g. A grouping of features may stem from any prior information
about the data, for example which transcription factors tend to regulate the same genes
or which genes belong to the same pathways, but also the grouping could be derived from
the data itself, for example genes that show similar expression patterns and are grouped by
clustering.
Here we assume the sparse-group setting, that is features are sparse on the between-
and within-group level: in every group g with corresponding features (Xn)n∈G−1(g), there
are only a few variables with a pronounced influence on y while the other variables from
this group can be neglected (or there is no influence from group g on y). This corresponds
to the following regression scheme:
ym =
G∑
g=1
∑
n∈G−1(g)
βn · xmn + εm, (3)
where for every group g some or none of the regression coefficients (βn)n∈G−1(g) are different
from zero. Of course, equation (3) is the same as equation (2) but with a different ordering
of the features, so it is up to the feature selection algorithm to make use of the grouping
information.
We do not consider the intercept in the regression explicitly. There are two ways to deal
with the intercept: either one centers the response y around its mean (y ← y − y¯) in the
beginning, or one adds a column X0 = (1, . . . , 1) to the data matrix and a coefficient β0 to
the vector of coefficients (X ← (X0, X), β ← (β0, β)), this way modeling the intercept as
an additional feature (within its own group of size one).
In this work we extend the spike-and-slab approach to a sparse-group setting. The spike-
and-slab is Bayesian variable selection method first introduced by Mitchell and Beauchamp
(1988) and subsequently Geweke (1994), but in our work we follow the definition of George
and McCulloch (1997) since it is more easily interpretable. A similar framework is formu-
lated by Kuo and Mallick (1998).
In general, the relationship between the observed y and the predictors X as well as β
and the error variance σ0 can be described by the conditional probability
P(y|β,X) = N (y|Xβ, σ20I). (4)
Furthermore, if we assume that β = (β1, . . . , βN ) is sparse and some βn are zero, we can
introduce an auxiliary variable Z = (Z1, . . . , ZN ) ∈ {0, 1}N with Zn = 0 indicating that
βn = 0 and from Zn = 1 follows βn 6= 0. We can give a prior distribution over Z:
P(Z) =
N∏
n=1
Bern(Zn|pn) =
N∏
n=1
pZnn · (1− pn)1−Zn , (5)
where pn is the belief (probability) that the corresponding coefficient βn should be different
from zero. This leads to a definition of the conditional probability P(β|Z) that is at the
3
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Figure 1: Density function curves of spike and slab distributions: both the spike and the slab
are depicted as normal distributionsN (β|0, σ), with σslab = 10 and σspike = 0.001.
heart of the spike-and-slab approach:
P(β|Z) =
N∏
n=1
(
Zn · N (βn|0, σ2slab) + (1− Zn) · δ(βn)
)
. (6)
If Zn = 1, the second summand disappears, and we draw βn from a normal distribution
centered around zero but with a large variance parameter σslab, thus βn 6= 0. If Zn = 0, the
first summand disappears, and we force βn to be equal to zero: δ(·) is the distribution that
puts probability mass 1 to zero. Instead of δ(·) one could also use a normal distribution
N (·|0, σ2spike) with a small σspike (George and McCulloch, 1997). For an illustration of the
two distributions N (·|0, σ2slab) and δ(·) see Figure 1.
These representations (equations 4, 5 and 6) allow for the following Bayesian framework
to describe the linear regression scheme from equation (1):
P(β, Z|y,X) = P(y|β,X) · P(β|Z) · P(Z)
P(y|X) .
Given the data (y,X), the task at hand is now to find the corresponding β and Z (and
probabilities pn, n = 1, . . . , N). One approach is to use Markov Chain Monte Carlo simu-
lations respectively Gibbs sampling (one example for this approach can be found in George
and McCulloch, 1997), but in this work we consider an alternative non-stochastic method
called expectation propagation.
Note that we do not consider a prior on σ0 in this work, which means this parameter
needs to be specified beforehand.
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We expand the Bayesian spike-and-slab framework to suit the regression scheme from
equation (3). To this end, we introduce another auxiliary variable Γ = (Γ1, . . . ,ΓG) ∈
{0, 1}G which handles the between-group sparsity while the Z variable handles the within-
group sparsity, given the value of Γ.
Given the data (y,X) and a grouping G of the features, the following factorization of the
true posterior distribution P(β, Z,Γ) = P(β, Z,Γ|y,X) holds true (see also equation 13):
P(β, Z,Γ|y,X) = P(y|β,X) · P(β|Z) · P(Z|Γ) · P(Γ)
P(y|X) =
1
P(y|X)
4∏
i=1
fi(β, Z,Γ), (7)
P(y|β,X) = f1(β, Z,Γ) = N (y|Xβ, σ20I), (8)
P(β|Z) = f2(β, Z,Γ) =
N∏
n=1
(
Zn · N (βn|0, σ2slab) + (1− Zn) · δ(βn)
)
, (9)
P(Z|Γ) = f3(β, Z,Γ) =
N∏
n=1
(
ΓG(n) · Bern(Zn|pn) + (1− ΓG(n)) · δ(Zn)
)
, (10)
P(Γ) = f4(β, Z,Γ) =
G∏
g=1
Bern(Γg|pig). (11)
The two-fold group sparsity assumption is realized by a refined spike-and-slab (equations
9 and 10). If ΓG(n) = 1 for a certain n and Zn = 1, then the corresponding βn is different
from zero, realized by βn drawn from the distribution N (0, σ2slab) with a large σslab, while
if ΓG(n) = 1 but Zn = 0 or ΓG(n) = 0 and subsequently Zn = 0 we have βn = 0 with βn
shrunken to zero by δ(·). This way the variables Γ1, . . . ,ΓG code for the between-group
sparsity while for a fixed g the variables (Zn)n∈G−1(g) code for the within-group sparsity.
Given the data (y,X) and the grouping of features G, we want to find an estimate of
the sparse coefficient vector β (and probability vectors p and pi). To this end, we apply the
algorithmic framework called expectation propagation.
2.1 Expectation propagation algorithm
Both the Bernoulli and the normal distribution are members of the class of exponential
family distributions. This means that their respective probability densities can be written
in the form
f(x) = h(x) · g(η) · exp(ηTT (x)),
where η is called “natural parameter” and T (x) is the “sufficient statistic” (see for example
Bishop (2006, Chapter 10) for details on this and expectation propagation). More impor-
tantly, for all exponential family distributions the product (and to some extent the quotient)
of two densities from an exponential family is again a density from an exponential family
with updated parameters (up to a scaling factor depending on the parameters only). In our
implementation we need these properties for the Bernoulli distribution and (multivariate)
normal distribution.
The expectation propagation algorithm introduced by Minka (2001a) approximates a
true (complicated) posterior distribution P with a (simpler) approximating distribution Q
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by iteratively minimizing the Kullback-Leibler divergence KL(P||Q). As such, the expec-
tation propagation algorithm is an example of deterministic approximate inference: the
true posterior is too complex such that expectations are not analytically tractable since the
resulting integrals do not have closed-form solutions and the dimensions of the parameter
space prohibit numerical integration.
If Q is an exponential family distribution (and thus Q(x) = h(x) · g(η) · exp(ηTT (x))),
the following holds true:
EP [T (x)] = EQ [T (x)] , (12)
that is, to minimize the Kullback-Leibler divergence between P and Q we need to match
the expectations under P and Q of the sufficient statistic T of Q.
The analytical matching under the complete distributions P and Q can be hard, but
it gets easier if the distributions P and Q are factored, for example if P is a posterior
distribution for some data D:
P = 1
P(D)
∏
i
fi, (13)
Q = 1Z
∏
i
f˜i, (14)
where the factors f˜i belong to the exponential family of distributions, but they do not need
to integrate to 1. That is why Z = ∫ ∏i f˜i is the normalization constant needed such that
Q is a proper probability distribution which integrates to 1 (and Z approximates P(D)).
Expectation propagation approximates KL(P||Q) by first initializing the parameters of
the f˜i and then cycling through the paired factors fi and f˜i one at a time and updating
the corresponding parameters. Suppose we want to update factor f˜i. First we remove f˜i
from Q, that is Q\i = Q
f˜i
, where Q\i is a probability distribution up to a normalization
constant. Now we want to update f˜i → f˜newi such that f˜newi · Q\i is close to fi · Q\i,
or, with Qnew the normalized version of f˜newi · Q\i, we minimize KL( 1Zi fi · Q\i||Qnew) for
some (unimportant) normalization constant Zi. Equation (12) tells us we need to match
the sufficient statistics of these two distributions, where calculus and arithmetic yield the
updated parameters of Qnew. After we have found Qnew we get the parameters of our
updated f˜newi from f˜
new
i = ZiQ
new
Q\i , where the value of Zi is not needed to update the
parameters.
In our implementation of the expectation propagation algorithm, the procedure is based
on the following approximation between the factorized true posterior distribution P and
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the likewise factorized approximate posterior distribution Q (see equations 13 and 14):
P(β, Z,Γ) ≈ Q(β, Z,Γ),
where P(β, Z,Γ) = 1
P(y|X)
4∏
i=1
fi(β, Z,Γ) (see Eq. (7)), (15)
and Q(β, Z,Γ) = 1Z ·
4∏
i=1
f˜i(β, Z,Γ), (16)
with f˜1(β, Z,Γ) = s˜1 · N (β|m˜1, V˜1), (17)
f˜2(β, Z,Γ) = s˜2 ·
N∏
n=1
N (βn|m˜2,n, V˜2,n) · Bern(Zn|p˜2,n), (18)
f˜3(β, Z,Γ) = s˜3 ·
N∏
n=1
Bern(Zn|p˜3,n) · Bern(Γg(n)|p˜i3,n), (19)
f˜4(β, Z,Γ) = s˜4 ·
G∏
g=1
Bern(Γg|p˜i4,g), (20)
and thus Q(β, Z,Γ) = N (β|m˜, V˜ ) ·
G∏
g=1
Bern(Γg|p˜ig) ·
N∏
n=1
Bern(Zn|p˜n). (21)
The parameters s˜1 to s˜4 ensure that f˜iQ\i and fiQ\i integrate up to the same value. The
particular form of Q in equation (21) as a product of the terms in equations (17) to (20)
(divided by the normalization factor Z) follows from the above mentioned properties of
exponential family distributions.
The expectation propagation algorithm starts with an initial guess for the parameters
m˜, V˜ , p˜ and p˜i of Q and the parameters of the functions f˜i and iteratively matches the expec-
tations under Q and P of the sufficient statistics of Q until convergence in the parameters
is reached:
EQ
[
(β, ββT , Z,Γ)T
] !
= EP
[
(β, ββT , Z,Γ)T
]
. (22)
The sufficient statistic of a normal distribution N (x|µ, σ2) is (x, x2), while the sufficient
statistic of a (N -dimensional) multivariate normal distribution N (x|µ,Σ) is (x, xxT ) with
x ∈ RN and xxT ∈ RN×N . The sufficient statistic of a Bernoulli distribution Bern(x|p) is
just x.
Since P and Q are factored (equations 15 and 16), we update the parameters in expec-
tation propagation by taking turns updating f˜1, f˜2, f˜3 and f˜4. The update operations are
derived in the next section.
2.2 Expectation propagation update operations
We need to initialize all parameters of the respective normal and Bernoulli distributions
before the start of the expectation propagation algorithm. It is an advantage of a Bayesian
framework that one can include prior information into these initial parameters and give the
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algorithm a “head start”. This is especially useful for the prior probabilities for feature
inclusion p0 and/or group inclusion pi0. If initial probabilities are not provided, we set
the default parameters p0,n = pi0,g =
1
2 , n = 1, . . . , N , g = 1, . . . , G. Also, the parameter
σ0 for the random noise needs to be chosen. George and McCulloch (1997) include the
estimation of σ0 by adding another prior for this parameter that then needs to be updated
along with the other probabilities (they use an inverse-gamma prior distribution). In this
work, to reduce the mathematical and numerical overhead, we initialize this parameter in
the beginning and keep it untouched during the algorithm. Our simulations do not indicate
that using an inverse-gamma prior distribution is advantageous (see Section 3.2). Finally
we need to initialize the parameter σslab, we discuss and analyze this parameter in Section
3.4.
An important aspect is numerical stability. Since we multiply many (small) probabilities,
we do not use the probability parameters of the Bernoulli distributions directly, but instead
their logit-transformed versions: r = logit(p) = log p1−p and % = logit(pi), as was done by
Herna´ndez-Lobato (2010). Further numerical issues are discussed at the end of Section
2.2.2.
In the expectation propagation framework, more precisely the factorizations in equations
(13) and (14), we do not consider the factored distributions f˜i, i = 1, . . . , 4 directly, but
rather we use the fully factorized (Bishop, 2006, Section 10.7.2) feature specific distributions
f˜i,n, i = 1, . . . , 4, n = 1, . . . , N . In the case of f˜2,n this translates to V˜2 being a diagonal
matrix (instead of a dense matrix) and the feature-wise variances are updated independently
of each other. We capture the dependent effects with the initialization of the V˜1 matrix and
those effects are translated into the V˜ parameter matrix in each iteration of the algorithm.
Thus we do not match the expectations under Q and P of the original sufficient statistic
(β, ββT , Z,Γ), but rather element-wise (βn, β
2
n, Zn,Γn) separately.
2.2.1 Initialization
The values of the f˜1 parameters are easy to obtain and do not need to be re-estimated by
the algorithm since f˜1 and f1 have the same form (a multivariate normal distribution), thus
we derive the exact approximations for m˜1 and V˜1 directly from the ordinary least squares
estimate β ≈ βˆ = (XTX)−1XT y. It is more convenient to save V˜ −11 and V˜ −11 m˜1 for the
remaining operations of the algorithm. Also, V˜ −11 might not be of full rank and thus V˜1
might not exist and in turn m˜1 would not be unique. Thus, the initial and final estimates
for the parameters of f˜1 are given by:
V˜ −11 =
1
σ20
XTX,
V˜ −11 m˜1 =
1
σ20
XT y.
The initial guess for the variance V˜2,n in f˜2,n is the prior probability of choosing feature n
multiplied by the variance of the slab. The initial estimate for m˜2,n is the non-informative
~0 and the initial values for p˜2,n as well as p˜3,n and p˜i3,n will default to p0 and pi0 (more
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precisely, their logit versions):
V˜2 = σ
2
slab · p0,
V˜ −12 m˜2 = ~0,
r˜2 = r˜3 = r0,
%˜3 = %0.
For the parameters of f˜4 we have the same situation like f˜1: both f˜4 and f4 have the same
form (a product of G Bernoulli distributions) and thus we set p˜i4 equal to pi0 (respectively
the logit counterparts) and do not touch these parameters for the rest of the algorithm:
%˜4 = %0.
With all these parameters of the factor distributions initialized we can finally initialize the
parameters of the product distribution Q, too. This is done by using the properties of the
product of normal and Bernoulli distributions, see Appendix B. Thus the initialization for
Q is given by:
V˜ =
(
V˜ −11 + V˜
−1
2
)−1
,
m˜ = V˜
(
V˜ −11 m˜1 + V˜
−1
2 m˜2
)
,
r˜ = r0,
%˜ = %0.
2.2.2 Iterative updates
After initializing all the parameters we update iteratively the parameters of the f˜i distri-
butions. We give the explicit iterative updates in the following, the derivations of these
updates are found in Appendix A.
The expectation propagation algorithm matches expectations under P and Q of the
sufficient statistics of Q (equation 22) by iteratively minimizing the Kullback-Leibler di-
vergence KL(P||Q). Since P and Q are factored (equations 15 and 16), this is done by
iterating through the factors f˜i, i = 1, . . . , 4 and updating their respective parameters and
Q in turns. In fact, only i = 2, 3 are considered, since f1 and f˜1 respectively f4 and f˜4 have
the same form by choice. As such, the values for V˜1 and m˜1 (respectively V˜
−1
1 and V˜
−1
1 m˜1)
as well as %˜4 do not need to be updated, and thus their respective initial and final values
are given by:
V˜ −11 =
1
σ20
XTX,
V˜ −11 m˜1 =
1
σ20
XT y,
%˜4 = %0.
This leaves us with the updates for f˜2 and f˜3. First, we cycle through the f˜2,n and find the
parameters of the updated f˜new2,n via finding Q\2,n, then updating Q with the rules for the
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product of exponential family distributions. Second, the same is repeated for f˜3 by cycling
through the factors f˜3,n and finding the parameters of the updated f˜
new
3,n via finding Q\3,n
and afterwards updating Q like before.
Updates for f˜2,n: The parameters V˜
\2,n
n , m˜
\2,n
n and r˜
\2,n
n of Q\2,n ∝ Q/f˜2,n are derived
by using the rules for quotients of Bernoulli or normal distributions (Appendix B):
V˜ \2,nn =
(
V˜ −1nn − V˜ −12,n
)−1
,
m˜\2,nn = V˜
\2,n
n ·
(
V˜ −1nn · m˜n − V˜ −12,n · m˜2,n
)
,
r˜\2,nn = r˜n − r˜2,n.
We find the updated f˜new2,n by minimizing the Kullback-Leibler divergence between f2,n ·Q\2,n
and f˜new2,n ·Q\2,n. The updated parameters of f˜new2,n are given by (derivation in the Appendix
A):
r˜new2,n =
1
2
·
(
log
(
V˜
\2,n
n
V˜
\2,n
n + σ2slab
)
+ (m˜\2,nn )
2 ·
(
1/V˜ \2,nn − 1/(V˜ \2,nn + σ2slab)
))
,
V˜ new2,n =
1
a2n − bn
− V˜ \2,nn ,
m˜new2,n = m˜
\2,n
n − an · (V˜ new2,n + V˜ \2,nn ),
with an = p
aux
n ·
m˜
\2,n
n
V˜
\2,n
n + σ2slab
+ (1− pauxn ) ·
m˜
\2,n
n
V˜
\2,n
n
,
bn = p
aux
n ·
(m˜
\2,n
n )2 − V˜ \2,nn − σ2slab
(V˜
\2,n
n + σ2slab)
2
+ (1− pauxn ) ·
(m˜
\2,n
n )2 − V˜ \2,nn
(V˜
\2,n
n )2
and pauxn = sigmoid(r˜
new
2,n + r˜
\2,n
n ),
where the sigmoid function is the inverse function of the logit function: sigmoid(r) = 1/
(1 + exp(−r)) = exp(r)/(1 + exp(r)).
The updates for Q after updating f˜new2,n are derived from the rules for the product of
Bernoulli and normal distributions (Appendix B):
V˜ =
(
V˜ −11 +
(
V˜ new2
)−1)−1
, (23)
m˜ = V˜
(
V˜ −11 m˜1 +
(
V˜ new2
)−1
m˜new2
)
,
r˜n = r˜
new
2,n + r˜3,n,
%˜ does not change.
Updates for f˜3,n: The parameters r˜
\3,n
n and %˜
\3,n
n of Q\3,n ∝ Q/f˜3,n are derived by using
the rules for quotients of Bernoulli distributions:
%˜\3,nn = %˜G(n) − %˜3,n,
r˜\3,nn = r˜n − r˜3,n.
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We find the updated f˜new3,n by minimizing the Kullback-Leibler divergence between f3,n ·Q\3,n
and f˜new3,n · Q\3,n. The final analytical parameter updates of %˜new3,n and r˜new3,n are given by:
%˜new3,n = − log(1− p˜\3,nn ) + log(p˜\3,nn · p0,n + (1− p˜\3,nn ) · (1− p0,n))
= log(1 + p0,n · (exp(r˜\3,nn )− 1)),
r˜new3,n = logit(p˜i
\3,n
n · p0,n)
= log p0,n − log(1− p0,n + exp(−%˜\3,nn )).
The updates for Q after updating f˜3,n are derived from the rules for the product of Bernoulli
distributions (Appendix B):
V˜ does not change,
m˜ does not change,
%˜G(n) = %˜4,G(n) +
∑
l:G(l)=G(n)
%˜new3,l ,
r˜n = r˜2,n + r˜
new
3,n .
If p0,n = 0.5, the update operations for %˜
new
3,n and r˜
new
3,n are given by:
%˜new3,n = log(0.5) + log(1 + exp(r˜
\3,n
n )),
r˜new3,n = − log(1 + 2 exp(−%˜\3,nn )).
Thus, the (reasonable) choice of p0,n = 0.5 is numerically advantageous, too, since it
allows for the efficient use of log1p and logsumexp functions in the implementation of the
update operations.
Note that the calculation of V˜ in equation (23) is the bottleneck of the algorithm’s
complexity. In the case of N > M (more features than observations) there is a more
efficient way to invert the matrix from equation (23), that is the Woodbury formula (Hager,
1989):
V˜ =
(
V˜ −11 + V˜
−1
2
)−1
= V˜2 − V˜2XT
(
σ20I +XV˜2X
T
)−1
XV˜2.
Instead of inverting an (N × N)-matrix, because of the choice of V˜ −11 = 1σ20X
TX the
Woodbury matrix identity allows us to invert an (M ×M)-matrix instead.
Rarely the variance V˜
\2,n
n might be negative before the update operation, in this case
we do not perform an update operation on f˜2,n. In addition, the variance V˜
new
2,n might be
negative after the corresponding update operation, which is a well known problem (Minka,
2001b). This arises as a compensation for errors in the first factor f˜1, but hampers the
ability of the expectation propagation algorithm to converge (Seeger, 2008). To improve
convergence, we follow the observations of (Herna´ndez-Lobato, 2010) and apply the con-
straint of V˜ new2,n > 0, such that we replace its value by a large constant (100) whenever it
turns out to be negative.
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Minimizing the Kullback-Leibler divergence is an optimization problem with a single
global optimum which can be found by matching the sufficient statistics as described above.
The expectation propagation algorithm is not guaranteed to converge to this global solution,
but often converges to a fixed point (Minka, 2001a). Furthermore, Minka and Lafferty (2002)
introduce damping of the updated factors to secure convergence of expectation propagation:
f˜i,n =
(
f˜newi,n
)α · (f˜oldi,n )1−α , where α ∈ [0, 1].
By setting α = 0.9 and decaying it by 1% in every step of the algorithm we follow the advice
of Herna´ndez-Lobato et al. (2013). The updated parameters (V˜ new2,n )
−1, (V˜ new2,n )−1m˜new2,n , r˜new2,n ,
r˜new3,n and %˜
new
3,n before updating the parameters of Q are then given by:
(V˜ new2,n )
−1 ← α · (V˜ new2,n )−1 + (1− α) · (V˜ old2,n )−1,
(V˜ new2,n )
−1m˜new2,n ← α · (V˜ new2,n )−1m˜new2,n + (1− α) · (V˜ old2,n )−1m˜old2,n,
r˜new2,n ← α · r˜new2,n + (1− α) · r˜old2,n,
r˜new3,n ← α · r˜new3,n + (1− α) · r˜old3,n,
%˜new3,n ← α · %˜new3,n + (1− α) · %˜old3,n.
Our implementation of the method described above is available as a package
(https://github.com/edgarst/dogss) within the statistical programming language and
environment R (R Core Team, 2017).
3. Signal Recovery
Here we will test the new method on simulated data y = Xβ+ ε with known β and noise ε,
where we try to recover β from the observations y and X to make predictions on held-out
data and measure computing time.
We compare six different methods:
(i) dogss: Our implementation of our new method, the sparse-group Bayesian feature
selection with expectation propagation. dogss is an abbreviation for double group-
sparse spike-and-slab.
(ii) ssep: Our implementation (as a special case of dogss without grouping of features)
of the standard spike-and-slab with expectation propagation.
(iii) sgl: The sparse-group lasso from Simon et al. (2013), implemented within their R
package SGL.
(iv) gglasso: The group lasso from Yuan and Lin (2006), implemented by Yang and Zou
(2015) within the R package gglasso.
(v) lasso: The standard lasso from Tibshirani (1996), implemented by Friedman et al.
(2010b) within the R package glmnet.
(vi) bsgsss: An implementation of a different sparse-group Bayesian feature selection
with Gibbs sampling from Xu and Ghosh (2015), implemented by Liquet et al. (2017)
within the R package MBSGS.
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All simulations, implementations, top-level method calls and calculations for evaluation of
the results were done in R, a statistical programming language and environment (R Core
Team, 2017).
If a ranking of retrieved coefficients of the features is provided (which is the case for all
methods considered), one can measure the performance of a method in respect to correctly
identified non-zero coefficients (without considering the actual value of the coefficients)
along the ranking (parameterized for example by some value λ). This is done by evaluating
the receiver operating characteristics (ROC) and precision-recall (PR) curves. The ROC
curve plots the false-positive rate (FPR or 1-specificity) against the true-positive rate (TPR,
sensitivity or recall), while the PR curve plots the TPR against the precision (Prec), where
TPR(λ) =
TP(λ)
k
, FPR(λ) =
FP(λ)
N∗ − k , Prec(λ) =
TP(λ)
TP(λ) + FP(λ)
,
and N∗ is here the number of all features for the problem of signal recovery (N∗ = N) or
the number of all possible edges N∗ = (P 2 − P )/2 in the undirected network graph of P
nodes in Section 4. To do this analysis, a gold standard of correct labels (existent/absent
edges) is needed which is compared to the algorithm’s retrieved edges.
We can assess the overall-performance of a method by calculating the area under the
(ROC or PR) curve, or AUROC respectively AUPR. An estimator that chooses positive
and negative labels randomly has AUROC = 0.5 and AUPR = k/N∗.
The ranking of the recovered features for the Bayesian approaches (dogss, ssep and
bsgsss) is done via the probabilities associated with every feature. The ranking of features
for the lasso methods (lasso, gglasso and sgl) is along the penalty parameter λ.
We also compare running times of the algorithms for the problem of signal recovery,
and to this end we set the machine precision tolerance of all methods to the same value
(10−5 = 0.00001) and allowed a maximum of 1000 iterations each. On top of this we
provided the same λ sequence (of 100 λ values) to all lasso methods, which is the one
calculated by the implementation within the glmnet package of the standard lasso.
As a complement to the ROC/PR curve analysis, we evaluate the prediction errors of
the different methods. For every scenario, we generate 100 additional observations as a test
set. We calculate relative prediction errors on the test set using the retrieved parameters
from the training data. In signal recovery, this corresponds to the following relative residual
sum of squared errors E for test data ytest = (ym)
100
m=1 and Xtest = (xmn), m = 1, . . . , 100,
n = 1, . . . , N :
E =
∑100
m=1(ym −
∑N
n=1 βˆnxmn)
2∑100
m=1 y
2
m
.
For signal recovery, we generate M random observations of N features, each drawn from
a normal distribution with mean 0 and variance 1, this gives the data matrix X. For now,
the features are drawn independently of each other. The features are divided into G groups
by sampling independently for every feature a group index from {1, . . . , G}, thus we have
different numbers of features (N1, . . . , NG) in every group. The resulting (M ×N)-matrix
X of observations is multiplied with a k-sparse coefficient vector β of length N (k out of the
N coefficients are different from zero, drawn independently from a uniform distribution on
13
M N G k σ0 corr. structure
small 30 30 5 5 1 independent
medium 30 100 20 10 1 independent
large 100 1000 100 10 1 independent
noise 30 100 20 10
0
independent
0.1
1
3
5
correlation 30 100 20 10 1
independent
pairwise
groupwise
Table 1: Choice of parameters for the different simulation settings in signal recovery.
[−5, 5]). The k non-zero coefficients are only chosen within 3 random groups, thus we have
sparsity on the group level with 3 non-zero groups and G−3 groups with all zero coefficients.
Finally we add some noise ε ∼ N (0, σ20) and obtain the response vector y = Xβ + ε.
We feed the matrix X, the response y and the group indices into the different algorithms
and compare the performance on the resulting estimates βˆ of the vector of coefficients. See
an example of the reconstructed coefficient vectors as a needle plot in Figure 2 for the
setting of (M,N,G, k, σ0) = (30, 50, 10, 10, 1). In this simulation we can already see that
the Bayesian approaches (dogss, ssep, bsgsss) do a good job of reconstructing the correct
signals. The group lasso gglasso chooses whole groups without within-group sparsity and
as such has many false positives. The standard lasso and the sparse-group lasso sgl choose
mostly correct coefficients, but underestimate their values.
3.1 Influence of M,N,G and k
First we analyze the performance on three conceptually different sets of parameters (M,N,G, k)
with fixed σ0 = 1 and columns of X drawn independently.
We evaluate the results of the methods on the simulated data on these aspects:
• boxplots of the AUROC and AUPR from 100 simulations with the same set of pa-
rameters,
• boxplots of the relative prediction error on 100 additionally generated observations
(test sample).
The choice of parameters (M,N,G, k, σ0) for the different settings of this section and
the following ones is given in Table 1.
The simulation setting “small” of (M,N,G, k, σ0) = (30, 30, 5, 5, 1) describes a scenario
where we have enough observations at hand (M = N) for predicting all of the coefficients,
but we still have sparsity on the between-group and within-group level (G = 5, k = 5).
Figure 3 shows the results, aggregated from 100 simulations. The AUROC for all methods
except the group lasso is high (almost 1 in many cases). The Bayesian methods perform
14
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Figure 2: Needle plot for signal recovery: results from one simulation with parameters
(M,N,G, k, σ0) = (30, 50, 10, 10, 1). Features are aligned by indices along the x-
axis, the height of bars corresponds to the value of the coefficient. The “original”
box shows the true signal, while the other six boxes show the retrieved coefficients
from six different methods.
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slightly better than the standard lasso and sparse-group lasso. In regard of the AUPR
measure, this trend is more remarkable, while the group lasso performs worse. The group
lasso does not take within-group sparsity into account and as such chooses too many coeffi-
cients which end up as false positives, we will see this behavior in all subsequent simulation
scenarios. On the prediction error measure, we can see the same trends, with the Bayesian
methods showing best results, while sparse-group lasso and lasso are close and group lasso
performing worst. In this “small” simulation setting there is almost no difference if we
include the grouping information or not: comparison of dogss versus ssep and sgl versus
lasso shows basically no difference. We see important differences in the computing time:
the Gibbs sampling approach bsgsss takes roughly 1000 times as long as the expectation
propagation based calculations and the group lasso or standard lasso. The sparse-group
lasso is approximately 100 times slower than the standard lasso.
The cutoff values for the prediction for all methods except bsgsss are derived by 10-fold
cross validation with the 1se-rule. The predicting coefficients for the bsgsss method are
recovered as the median values of the coefficients from the MCMC simulations.
The simulation setting “medium” of (M,N,G, k, σ0) = (30, 100, 20, 10, 1) describes a
scenario where we have more features than observations. We can see some important differ-
ences between the methods in regards of the AUROC, AUPR and prediction error measures:
the two Bayesian approaches with two levels of group sparsity (dogss and bsgsss) perform
the best and nearly identical. The lasso methods perform worse on the AUROC and AUPR
measures than the Bayesian approaches, but the sparse-group lasso actually has a low pre-
diction error (while not as low as the prediction errors of dogss and bsgsss). Again, the
two expectation propagation based methods (dogss and ssep) as well the group lasso and
standard lasso have low run times, while the sparse-group lasso sgl and the Gibbs sampling
based approach bsgsss take about three orders of magnitude longer. There is also a wide
range of the prediction errors with outliers on the prediction error boxplots for all methods.
The simulation setting “large” of (M,N,G, k, σ0) = (100, 1000, 100, 10, 1) describes a
scenario where we have more features than observations and the number of features is
high, while the signal is extremely sparse (N = 1000, k = 10). The trends from scenario
“medium” regarding the AUROC and AUPR are carried forward: our approach dogss
and the Gibbs sampling bsgsss perform best, with the standard spike-and-slab ssep in
second place, followed by sparse-group lasso and standard lasso close up, whereas the group
lasso performs worst. AUROC measures are high for all methods, but differences are more
pronounced on the AUPR measure. The better results of our method dogss come at
the price of increased run time compared to standard lasso (approximately two orders of
magnitude), but it is still faster than the Gibbs sampling approach or the sparse-group lasso,
which are in turn about two orders of magnitude slower than the expectation propagation
based methods. The sparse-group method dogss performs slightly better than ssep (which
does not take grouping information into account), but the effect is not as big as in the
“medium” sized scenario.
3.2 Influence of noise
Second we evaluate the influence of σ0 on a fixed set of parameters. To this end, we
simulated 100 data sets like in the previous section with (M,N,G, k) = (30, 100, 20, 10)
16
Figure 3: Boxplots of AUROC, AUPR, prediction error and computing time for scenario 1:
results for (M,N,G, k, σ0) = (30, 30, 5, 5, 1) over 100 runs.
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Figure 4: Boxplots of AUROC, AUPR, prediction error and computing time for scenario 2:
results for (M,N,G, k, σ0) = (30, 100, 20, 10, 1) over 100 runs.
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Figure 5: Boxplots of AUROC, AUPR, prediction error and computing time for scenario 3:
results for (M,N,G, k, σ0) = (100, 1000, 100, 10, 1) over 100 runs.
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Figure 6: AUROC, AUPR, prediction error and computing time for different levels of
σ0: median values over 100 runs for different methods with (M,N,G, k) =
(30, 100, 20, 10).
(the “medium” sized scenario), added noise with σ0 ∈ {0; 0.1; 1; 3; 5} and compared the
performance of the six methods. The input parameter for σ0 for our proposed method and
the standard spike-and-slab was set to 1 in all cases. For every data set, we measured
AUROC, AUPR, prediction error and run time like before, we calculated the median values
and show these in Figure 6.
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We see that the correct specification of the noise parameter is important for our proposed
algorithm and the standard spike-and-slab, too. If the provided noise parameter is higher
than or equal to the actual one, our proposed algorithm gives good results. If the actual
noise level is too high, the expectation propagation based methods suffer considerably (which
can be seen most clearly on the AUPR measure). The lasso methods do not depend on
the specification of the noise parameter, but their performance deteriorates for increasing
noise levels, too, but not as steep as the Bayesian approaches. The grouped spike-and-slab
implementation (bsgsss) with Gibbs sampling does not depend on the specification of the
noise parameter either (since it samples this parameter from the data), but our simulations
give a surprising result: in regards of the AUROC/AUPR measures, the Gibbs sampling
performs similar to our proposed method, while the prediction error is actually worse for the
bsgsss method for higher noise levels. The run time increases slightly for the expectation
propagation based methods (dogss and ssep) with increasing levels of noise.
3.3 Influence of correlated features
Third we assess the influence of the correlation structure between features within the data
matrix X. The first structure we have already seen above, with columns of the data matrix
X drawn independently. The second structure “pairwise” refers to an overall pairwise
correlation between features of 0.5. The third structure “groupwise” is correlation on the
group level: features within a group have a pairwise correlation of 0.5, but every two features
from different groups are independent. The parameters (M,N,G, k, σ0) = (30, 100, 20, 10, 1)
are chosen like in scenario “medium”. The results of these simulations are aggregated in
Figure 7.
We cannot see many important differences between the performance in regard to the
correlation structure. We see a small drop in AUROC/AUPR performance for all methods
when features are pairwise correlated, while performance is roughly the same for indepen-
dent or groupwise correlated features. Run times are different between correlation structures
for the dogss, sgl and standard lasso.
3.4 Influence of slab parameter
Last, we evaluate the influence of σslab on a fixed set of (M,N,G, k). Like the penalty
parameter λ for the lasso methods, the slab parameter for the spike-and-slab methods is
a crucial value that needs to be chosen beforehand. But unlike the λ parameter, which
models the sparsity of the model directly and thus can and should be determined by cross-
validation, the slab parameter rather puts a value to the expected size of the non-zero
coefficients.
We simulated 100 data sets like in the previous sections with
(M,N,G, k, σ0) = (30, 100, 20, 10, 1), that is the “medium” scenario, and compared the
performance of our proposed approach and the standard spike-and-slab procedure. The
input parameter for σslab for our proposed method and the standard spike-and-slab was
chosen from {0.1; 1; 2; 5; 10; 100}. For every data set, we measured AUROC, AUPR, pre-
diction error and run time like before, we calculated the median values and show these in
Figure 8.
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Figure 7: Boxplots of AUROC, AUPR, prediction error and computing time for different
correlation structures (uncorrelated, pairwise correlated or groupwise correlated
features): results from 100 runs for different methods with (M,N,G, k, σ0) =
(30, 100, 20, 10, 1).
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The results for the AUROC and AUPR values are quite stable for our proposed method,
with better results for higher values of the slab parameter. The prediction error is lowest for
the values 2, 5 and 10. The run time increases a great deal for the value of 100. These results
indicate that the slab parameter should be chosen reasonably in the range of the absolute
size of the anticipated coefficients (β, here: the coefficients were drawn uniform-randomly
from [−5; 5]). We note that in this simulation scenario the standard spike-and-slab benefits
from a rather high slab parameter (at the cost of increased run time).
4. Network Reconstruction
Network reconstruction is the problem of identifying a network graph that describes the
dependencies between variables/features given some experimental measurements of these
features. The network graph is a graphical model (Lauritzen, 1996) consisting of nodes
and edges between nodes, where nodes represent features and edges are the dependencies
between the features. This graphical model is also called a Markov graph (Hastie et al., 2009,
Chapter 17): two nodes are not connected by an edge if they are conditionally independent
given all other nodes. Here we consider an undirected network graph, that is, edges do not
indicate a causal direction (which would be represented as an arrow), but rather a mutual
interdependence.
If we assume that the data (that is, the M observations of P random variables X =
(Xn)
P
n=1) is generated from a multivariate normal distribution with covariance matrix Σ, the
corresponding graphical model is called a Gaussian graphical model (Bishop, 2006, Section
8.1.4): X ∼ NP (µ,Σ). Given this data matrix X, we can reconstruct the generating network
structure with a method called neighborhood selection (Meinshausen and Bu¨hlmann, 2006):
we consider P independent feature selection problems, one for every column (feature) of X,
which corresponds to one particular node in the network graph. We determine this node’s
neighborhood of connected nodes, that is, find among the remaining P − 1 = N variables
the neighbors such that the current node is conditionally independent of all other variables
given its neighborhood. In the network graph there are edges between the chosen node
and all its neighborhood nodes, and no edges between nodes that are not neighbors. This
means we perform P = N + 1 instances of the sparse feature selection method of choice,
where every instance consists of removing one column i of the data matrix and using it as
a response (dependent) variable y = Xi that needs to be explained by the remaining N
variables (features, X−i = (Xj)j 6=i) as a standard regression problem:
Xi ≡ y = X−iβi + εi (24)
or more general: y = Xβ + ε.
X (or X−i) is an (M ×N)-matrix, y (or Xi) a vector with M entries, β (or βi) a vector
of coefficients with N entries and ε (or εi) a vector of M entries that describes the stochastic
error. Note that X describes here now the reduced data matrix of dimensions (M × N).
Equation (24) is the matrix notation of the equivalent formulation as element-wise linear
sums:
xmi ≡ ym =
∑
j 6=i
βij · xmj + εmi, m = 1, . . . ,M.
24
Put together, we cast the problem of reconstructing a network from a data matrix into
the problem of running P separate feature selections, where the chosen features correspond
to the retrieved edges in the network. Additionally, prior information in the form of a
grouping of the features can be taken account of, too. We apply our proposed sparse-group
Bayesian feature selection with expectation propagation as well as the other methods that
we compared to in Section 3.
4.1 Simulated networks
To study the ability of our algorithm to reconstruct gene regulatory networks, we generate
random network graphs with a known structure as Gaussian graphical models, which we
compare as a gold standard to the results of our algorithms. A network graph where edges
are just drawn discreetly-uniform and independent from the set of all possible edges is not a
good representation of a biological network. Given the number of nodes and the number of
edges, this random graph is also known as the model of Erdo˝s and Re´nyi (1959). A better
model for a gene regulatory network is a scale-free network, where some genes (transcription
factors or hubs) are connected to many other genes, while most genes are connected to only
few other genes. That is, the out-degree of a node in this network follows approximately
a power law P(k) = k−γ , where k is the number of edges going out of a node and γ is
some positive constant. In our simulations we also allow for a hub to consist of multiple
genes, which is a good representation of the behavior of biologically similar transcription
factors. Gene regulatory networks (and many other networks arising in different contexts)
show evidence for this scale-free topology structure, see for example (Clauset et al., 2009)
and (Babu et al., 2004).
We simulate our own (approximately scale-free) network graphs based on four parame-
ters (the number of nodes P , the number of groups G, the number of hub nodes H and a
random (Erdo˝s–Re´nyi-like) edge probability q) from the following procedure:
1. we draw G values (pgs1 , . . . , p
gs
G ) from U(0, 1), these will represent the different group
sizes (normalized such that 1 =
∑
g p
gs
g ),
2. we assign H hub nodes discreetly-uniform to all groups {1, . . . , G},
3. for every node n:
(a) If it is not a hub node itself: sample a hub node from a group drawn from a
categorical distribution Cat(pgs1 , . . . , p
gs
G ) on {1, . . . , G} and draw an edge between
node n and the hub node.
(b) If there are other hub nodes in this group, we draw additional edges to these hub
nodes with probability 0.5 each.
(c) Finally we add random edges to any other hub node in the whole graph with
(low) probability q.
The larger q, the more similar to a random Erdo˝s–Re´nyi model the network gets, while with
q = 0 groups of nodes around their respective hubs are perfectly separated from each other.
An example network graph for a randomly generated network with parameters (P,G,H, q) =
(100, 3, 10, 0.01) can be seen in Figure 9.
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Figure 9: An exemplary network generated from parameters (P,G,H, q) = (100, 3, 10, 0.01).
Squares correspond to hub nodes/transcription factors.
P G H q
small 100 3 10 0.01
large 1000 20 100 0.001
Table 2: Choice of parameters for the different simulation settings in network reconstruc-
tion.
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We ran simulations on two different network scenarios which differ in size, the parameters
can be seen in Table 2. For each scenario, we generated 100 random network graphs
according to the procedure above. For each graph, we generated 100 random observations
as a training set and an additional 100 observations as a test set with the qpgraph package
from Castelo and Roverato (2009) in R, which also provides a precision matrix corresponding
to the graph and observations. For each graph, we applied four different setups for the
network reconstruction regarding the size of X and the mapping G:
1. only hub nodes (transcription factors) are considered as features, with original group-
ing provided as in the graph generation,
2. all nodes (genes) are considered as features, with original grouping of the transcription
factors as in the graph generation and additional groups for the non-hub nodes,
3. all nodes considered as features with a completely random grouping of the features.
We compare the same methods like in the signal recovery simulations, with the exception of
bsgsss: the Gibbs sampling approach takes too much computing time to be implemented
in a feasible way for network reconstruction. We could include the sgl method by allowing
its implementation to use its default relaxed values (threshold for convergence of 10−3,
maximum number of iterations 1000 and a λ sequence of just 20 values). The gglasso and
lasso method use the same threshold and maximum number of iterations, but with the
default length 100 of the λ sequence. Our implementations dogss and ssep use the same
threshold for convergence of 10−3, too, and a maximum of 100 iterations.
Additionally we test the predictive performance of the network reconstruction. To this
end, we generate additional test data Xtest = (xmp), m = 1, . . . , 100, p = 1, . . . , P and
calculate the prediction error with the retrieved regression coefficient matrix Bˆ = (βˆp1p2),
p1, p2 = 1, . . . , P with βˆpp = 0, from the neighborhood selection framework:
E =
∑100
m=1
∑P
p1=1
(xmp1 −
∑P
p2=1
p2 6=p1
βp1p2xmp2)
2
∑100
m=1
∑P
p=1 x
2
mp
.
Figure 10 shows the aggregated results for the small networks. Regarding the AUROC
and AUPR measures, we see that the group lasso is clearly outperformed by all other
methods. Furthermore, the differences between the methods without grouping information
(ssep and lasso) are marginal, but also the sgl method which explicitly models sparsity
on the between- and within- group level does not show any advantage over the ssep and
the regular lasso. Our new method dogss performs best by a narrow margin. The same
holds true for the prediction error measure on the held-out data.
The results for the large networks are more diverse, see Figure 11. Again, the gglasso
method suffers greatly on the AUROC and AUPR measures compared to all other methods,
but it does not fare too bad on the prediction error measure. The comparison of the
methods without grouping information ends in a tie: while ssep does better on the AUROC
measure, lasso performs better with prediction error (and both have approximately equal
AUPR). The sparse-group lasso sgl does a bit better than the standard lasso, but is clearly
outperformed by our method dogss on all measures.
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Figure 10: Boxplots of AUROC/AUPR/prediction error for different methods running on
100 simulated small networks, only hub features considered.
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Figure 11: Boxplots of AUROC/AUPR/prediction error for different methods running on
100 simulated large networks, only hub features considered.
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Figure 12: Boxplots of AUROC/AUPR/prediction error for different methods running on
100 simulated networks (small), all features considered, with original grouping
or random grouping.
In the next step we compare the performance of the methods when we include all features
for the neighborhood selection approach, and as such increase the sparsity. Additionally
we compare the performance when features are grouped randomly opposed to the original
grouping.
Let us first consider the small network reconstruction problem, see Figure 12. With the
original grouping, our method dogss outperforms all other methods on all three measures of
AUROC, AUPR and prediction error. The sparse-group lasso sgl outperforms the standard
lasso, but the Bayesian method without grouping information ssep appears as a reasonable
choice, too. Results for our method dogss deteriorate greatly for the random grouping, while
the ssep method becomes the better choice with performance still better than sgl, which
is in turn on par with the standard lasso.
We see the same results from the small networks for the results on the large networks
(Figure 13), but more pronounced. Our methods dogss performs best, but only if the
grouping information is actually helpful. Otherwise, the Bayesian approach without group-
ing information ssep should be preferred.
4.2 Results on biological data
One real-world example of a network reconstruction problem is the reconstruction of gene
regulatory networks (Markowetz and Spang, 2007). A gene regulatory network consists of
genes as nodes/features and edges as interactions between genes, where these edges are a
simplistic shorthand for the complex molecular interplay of coding genetic sequences, RNA,
and proteins (Karlebach and Shamir, 2008).
Here we assess the algorithm’s capability to reconstruct gene regulatory networks from
real experimental data using prior information about the grouping of the variables. The
DREAM5 gene network inference challenge (Marbach et al., 2012) provides extensive data
along with a gold standard for the underlying networks. In the Escherichia coli challenge,
805 microarray experiments were given with measurements of gene expression for 4511 genes,
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Figure 13: Boxplots of AUROC/AUPR/prediction error for different methods running on
100 simulated networks (large), all features considered, with original grouping
or random grouping.
of these 334 are transcription factors and as such candidate regulators for the genes. The
gold standard network which was revealed after the challenge comprises of 2055 interactions
within the network. To test the ability of our new algorithm (and the competing lasso
approaches), we first derived a meaningful grouping of the transcription factors. This was
not given to the participants of the challenge and as such our results are not directly
comparable to the official results of the challenge.
We grouped the transcription factors by clustering them such that transcription factors
belong to the same group if they predominantly bind to the same genes (thus, we identified
the hubs), we will refer to this grouping as “co-binding”. For comparison we also tested two
additional groupings which do not contain any prior information and are as such purely data
driven: grouping of features by simple kmeans clustering of gene expression and a random
grouping of features. Finally we included a grouping derived from the supplementary files
of Marbach et al. (2012), where a GO term analysis (The Gene Ontology Consortium,
2017) gave groups of functional modules to all genes which we filtered for the transcriptions
factors.
The total number of observations (805) is large and thus we decided to run the different
methods on a (training) subset of randomly chosen 300 observations. This also leaves 505
observations as a test set for evaluation of the prediction error. We repeated the sampling
of the training/test set 10 times and averaged the results.
On each training set, we employed the neighborhood selection approach, that is, we ran
every method for a total of 4511 times (each gene once as a dependent response). We assess
the quality of the network reconstruction based on the gold standard by deriving the true
positive rate, false positive rate and precision along the ranked list of edges. The resulting
lists were averaged over the ten runs and we plot the resulting average receiver operating
characteristic (ROC) curve as well as the average precision-recall curve for the different
algorithms (Figure 14). We also calculate the respective (average) area under the curve
scores (Table 3).
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Figure 14: ROC and Prec-Recall curves, prediction error on E. coli DREAM5 data. The
prediction error is given along the 20 000 top ranked edges for every method.
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method dogss ssep sgl gglasso lasso random
AUROC 0.84 0.67 0.59 0.58 0.6 0.5
AUPR 0.02 0.01 0.016 0.003 0.009 0.0014
Table 3: AUROC and AUPR values for ROC and PR curves of the DREAM5 E. coli net-
work reconstruction, see Figure 14.
The increase in the AUROC measure for our approach is immense, compared to alter-
native methods. That is, the prior information about the grouping of features is useful
to identify more true positive edges without choosing too many false positive interactions.
The second best method is the standard spike-and-slab, which does not use any grouping
information. The results from the standard lasso and sparse-group lasso are barely distin-
guishable, indicating that the sparse-group lasso cannot take full advantage of the available
grouping information. The group lasso is not a good candidate algorithm for this network
reconstruction problem, its performance on the AUPR measure is quite poor.
The AUPR measure for all methods is far from close to the theoretical optimal value of
1, which is a common observation for “real” biological network reconstruction problems, see
(Marbach et al., 2012). All methods yield low AUPR values, indicating that the number
of correctly identified interactions is in a bad proportion to the total number of called
interactions. Our approach and the sparse-group lasso yield the highest AUPR values, and
the standard spike-and-slab performs a little bit better than the standard lasso.
Furthermore we tested all algorithms on their predictive performance on this data set.
We retrieved the regression coefficients from the neighborhood selection, chosen by cross-
validation. For every method, we have a ranking of all possible edges along with a regression
coefficient with every edge. This way we derive a prediction error curve along the ranked
list: for rank r, we predict the expression of all 4177 genes that are not transcription factors
by using the expression levels of the transcription factors in the held-out data. We sorted
along the top r edges respectively regression coefficients and set all other coefficients to 0.
We measured the predictive performance via the relative sum of squared errors along the
ranks r, that is
E(r) =
∑505
m=1
∑4177
n=1 (ymn − xm · βn(r))2∑505
m=1
∑4177
n=1 y
2
mn
.
Figure 14 shows the results for the different algorithms for the top 20 000 edges, averaged
over the ten runs: we see that the standard spike-and-slab method makes the best prediction
on the test data in the relevant realm of the top ranked edges (the number of true interactions
is 2055). Our sparse-group Bayesian approach and the standard lasso perform roughly the
same prediction-wise, while the sparse-group lasso eventually does better predictions than
our approach, but only after approximately 20 000 included edges (the lines intersect outside
of the figure margins). The group lasso is not useful for prediction in this setting.
Furthermore we compared our approach with the co-binding grouping of the transcrip-
tion factors to a random grouping, a k-means based grouping, and a functional grouping
(Marbach et al., 2012). The grouping dubbed as co-binding was derived by grouping tran-
scription factors that bind most often to the same genes, this led to 18 groups with different
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group 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
#TFs 193 39 7 6 11 4 7 10 22
group 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18
#TFs 4 4 4 4 5 5 3 3 3
Table 4: Original grouping (co-binding) of DREAM5 E. coli transcription factors.
numbers of transcription factors (see Table 4 for the co-binding grouping). Now we assigned
a random grouping to the transcription factors where group sizes are the same like in the
co-binding grouping, that is we permuted the group memberships. Finally we grouped
transcription factors by their gene expression similarity via k-means with k = 18. We ran
our algorithm again with these three new groupings and compare the results to the original
grouping via the ROC and Precision-Recall curves, see Figure 15.
We observe that the co-binding grouping performs best in terms of ROC and Precision-
Recall measure. Our sparse-group Bayesian method, the sparse-group lasso and the group
lasso all perform worse than the standard spike-and-slab (with no grouping information) in
regard of ROC curves for the kmeans, random and functional grouping. For the kmeans
and functional grouping, our sparse-group Bayesian method performs best on the AUPR
measure, while the sparse-group lasso performs worse than the standard spike-and-slab and
approximately the same like the standard lasso. For the random grouping, sparse-group
lasso, standard spike-and-slab and our method perform about the same.
5. Discussion
We developed a new feature selection algorithm based on a Bayesian framework that takes
grouping information into account. We applied this method to the problems of signal
recovery and (large-scale) network reconstruction from data.
The proposed Bayesian framework enforces sparsity on the between- and within-level for
groups of features in tandem with a deterministic algorithm, expectation propagation, to
derive the parameters of the framework. The Bayesian approach proved to be more reliable
for feature selection with two-fold group sparsity than three different lasso methods (stan-
dard lasso, group lasso and sparse-group lasso). The expectation propagation algorithm
as an alternative to the conventional Gibbs sampling is much faster while as accurate as
Gibbs sampling, and as such feasible to apply to large network inference problems. To the
best of our knowledge, this is the first application of Bayesian neighborhood selection with
grouping information to the problem of network reconstruction.
Our comparisons indicate that a standard Bayesian approach without grouping infor-
mation is a reliable choice under any circumstances. In the presence of helpful grouping
information, our new approach of sparse-group Bayesian feature selection with expectation
propagation outperforms all other methods. The standard lasso is the fastest method, but
is outperformed by the Bayesian approaches and the sparse-group lasso. The group lasso
suffers greatly in the presence of within-group sparsity. While the sparse-group lasso shows
a slight advantage over the standard lasso in our analysis, this is by a narrow margin and
not comparable to the gain of performance that our sparse-group Bayesian approach shows.
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Figure 15: ROC and Prec-Recall curves on E. coli DREAM5 data for different groupings:
co-binding, clustering by kmeans, random, function.
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In the context of feature selection, lasso methods play a prominent role. We focused
our work on Bayesian models based on the spike-and-slab, but interestingly, there are also
Bayesian formulations of the lasso (Park and Casella, 2008), group lasso (Kyung et al.,
2010), and sparse-group lasso (Xu and Ghosh, 2015) respectively. All of these Bayesian
lassos use Gibbs sampling to derive the parameters.
Extensive work was done on the theoretical foundations of feature selection with group-
ing information, but it was rarely applied to the problem of (gene) network reconstruction.
Our work highlights the advantages of employing the sparse-group Bayesian framework on
genetic data and network reconstruction. This was made possible only by inclusion of the
expectation propagation algorithm, yielding faster run time compared to the much slower
Gibbs sampling. While the expectation propagation algorithm was already applied to a
standard model with no grouping (Herna´ndez-Lobato et al., 2015) and a between-group
sparse model (Herna´ndez-Lobato et al., 2013), it has not been extended to the two-level
sparse group model yet. Our simulations and applications clearly show the superiority of
this approach to detect correct sparsity patterns on a between- and within-group level.
Li and Zhang (2017), Lin et al. (2017), and Atchade´ (2015) used Bayesian approaches
for neighborhood selection, too, but all three works suffer from the use of Markov Chain
Monte Carlo/Gibbs sampling algorithms, while not including grouping information either.
The standard lasso is a fast algorithm and does not depend on the specification of a noise
parameter like our Bayesian approach. The problem of specifying the noise parameter in
the Bayesian framework can be alleviated by cross-validation methods or plug-in estimators
for the noise, although our simulations indicated that the specification of the noise gets
problematic only in the realm of highly noisy data and the lasso methods suffer as much as
the Bayesian methods in the presence of high noise.
Another advantage of the Bayesian approach over the lasso methods is that probabil-
ities are provided along with the features, which makes it readily applicable to network
reconstruction (since the probabilities give a natural and comparable ranking over different
instances of the algorithm). Meinshausen and Bu¨hlmann (2010) and subsequently Haury
et al. (2012) presented a method called stability selection to assign probabilities to features
within the lasso framework. Stability selection relies on repeating the lasso algorithm mul-
tiple times which increases the computational burden. We note that our algorithm can be
used as a plug-in for the lasso methods within the same framework of stability selection,
too, and further research should study if this is useful and how different feature selection
methods perform with stability selection.
In general, grouping schemes and their impact on the performance of grouped feature
selection methods merit further investigation. Another open question is how to determine
the slab parameter beforehand. While this can be solved with cross-validation, (testable)
slab parameter estimators need to be studied. Furthermore, “fuzzy” group memberships
of features or features belonging to different groups at the same time (Zadeh, 1965) are a
natural property arising in biological data and it would be interesting to include this into
the feature selection.
We note that our proposed method is not restricted to gene regulatory network inference
or even on biological data for that matter. The framework is general and can be applied to
any scenario where grouping information about the features is available.
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Appendix A.
Here we derive the updates for all of the parameters of our spike-and-slab model within the
expectation propagation framework.
Let P(β, Z,Γ) given by equations (7)-(11) be the true posterior distribution and let
Q(β, Z,Γ) given by equations (16)-(21) be an approximation to P.
The expectation propagation algorithm matches expectations under P and Q of the
sufficient statistics of Q (equation 22) by iteratively minimizing the Kullback-Leibler di-
vergence KL(P||Q). Since P and Q are factored (equations 15 and 16), this is done by
iterating through the factors f˜i, i = 1, . . . , 4 and updating their respective parameters and
Q in turns. In fact, only i = 2, 3 are considered, since f1 and f˜1 respectively f4 and f˜4 have
the same form by choice. As such, the values for V˜1 and m˜1 (respectively V˜
−1
1 and V˜
−1
1 m˜1)
as well as %˜4 do not need to be updated, and thus their respective initial and final values
are given by:
V˜ −11 =
1
σ20
XTX,
V˜ −11 m˜1 =
1
σ20
XT y,
%˜4 = %0.
This leaves us with the updates for f˜2 and f˜3. First, we cycle through the f˜2,n and find the
parameters of the updated f˜new2,n via finding Q\2,n, then updating Q with the rules for the
product of exponential family distributions. Second, the same is repeated for f˜3 by cycling
through the factors f˜3,n and finding the parameters of the updated f˜
new
3,n via finding Q\3,n
and afterwards updating Q like before.
Updates for f˜2,n: The parameters V˜
\2,n
n , m˜
\2,n
n and r˜
\2,n
n of Q\2,n ∝ Q/f˜2,n are derived
by using the rules for quotients of Bernoulli or normal distributions:
V˜ \2,nn =
(
V˜ −1nn − V˜ −12,n
)−1
,
m˜\2,nn = V˜
\2,n
n ·
(
V˜ −1nn · m˜n − V˜ −12,n · m˜2,n
)
,
r˜\2,nn = r˜n − r˜2,n.
We find the updated f˜new2,n by minimizing the Kullback-Leibler divergence between f2,n ·Q\2,n
and f˜new2,n · Q\2,n:
KL(f2,n · Q\2,n · 1
N
||f˜new2,n · Q\2,n ·
1
N˜
),
where N and N˜ are the appropriate normalizing constants.
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Since we are only updating the marginal parameters r˜new2,n , V˜
new
2,n and m˜
new
2,n , we factorize
Q\2,n and N in respect to n and will thus minimize
KL(f2,n · Q\2,nn ·
1
Nn
||f˜new2,n · Q\2,nn ·
1
N˜n
) = KL(Pˆn||Qnewn ), (25)
where f2,n · Q\2,nn =
(
Zn · N (βn|0, σ2slab) + (1− Zn) · δ(βn)
) · N (βn|m˜\2,nn , V˜ \2,nn )
· Bern(Zn|p˜\2,nn ) · Bern(ΓG(n)|p˜iG(n))
and thus Nn =
∫ +∞
−∞
∑
Zn=0,1
∑
ΓG(n)=0,1
f2,n · Q\2,nn dβ
=p˜\2,nn · N (m˜\2,nn , V˜ \2,nn + σ2slab) + (1− p˜\2,nn ) · N (m˜\2,nn , V˜ \2,nn ).
Minimizing (25) is the same as matching the expectations of the sufficient statistics Zn, βn
and β2n under the probabilities from Pˆn and Qnewn , this gives us the updated parameters
pˆnewn , mˆ
new
n and Vˆ
new
n of Qnewn (here we dropped all subscripts n or 2,n and superscripts \2,n
for better readability):
pˆnew ≡ EQnew [Z] != EPˆ [Z] =
∑
Z=0,1
∫ ∞
−∞
∑
Γ=0,1
Z · Pˆ(β, Z,Γ)dβ
= 0 +
1
N
N (m˜, V˜ + σ2slab) · p˜ · p˜i +
1
N
N (m˜, V˜ + σ2slab) · p˜ · (1− p˜i)
=
p˜
N
· N (m˜, V˜ + σ2slab),
mˆnew ≡ EQnew [β] !=EPˆ [β] = m˜+ V˜ ·
∂
∂m˜
N, (26)
Vˆ new ≡ EQnew [β2]− EQnew [β]2 !=EPˆ [β2]− EPˆ [β]2 = V˜ − V˜ 2 ·
(
(
∂
∂m˜
N)2 − 2 · ∂
∂V˜
N
)
. (27)
Equalities (26) and (27) are from Minka (2001b, p. 15).
Remember, these are the new parameters of Qnewn . To find the updated parameters of
f˜new2,n , we need to divide Qnewn by Q\2,nn and use the rules for the quotient of Bernoulli or
normal distributions:
r˜new2,n = rˆ
new
n − r˜\2,nn ,
V˜ new2,n = (1/Vˆ
new
n − 1/V˜ \2,nn )−1,
m˜new2,n = V˜
new
2,n · (mˆnewn /Vˆ newn − m˜\2,nn /V˜ \2,nn ).
After some calculus and arithmetic (find the derivatives of Nn with respect to m˜
\2,n
n and
V˜
\2,n
n , then plug-in pˆnewn , mˆ
new
n and Vˆ
new
n and rearrange) we get the final analytical parameter
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updates of r˜new2,n , V˜
new
2,n and m˜
new
2,n :
r˜new2,n =
1
2
·
(
log
(
V˜
\2,n
n
V˜
\2,n
n + σ2slab
)
+ (m˜\2,nn )
2 ·
(
1/V˜ \2,nn − 1/(V˜ \2,nn + σ2slab)
))
,
V˜ new2,n =
1
a2n − bn
− V˜ \2,nn ,
m˜new2,n = m˜
\2,n
n − an · (V˜ new2,n + V˜ \2,nn ),
with an = p
aux
n ·
m˜
\2,n
n
V˜
\2,n
n + σ2slab
+ (1− pauxn ) ·
m˜
\2,n
n
V˜
\2,n
n
,
bn = p
aux
n ·
(m˜
\2,n
n )2 − V˜ \2,nn − σ2slab
(V˜
\2,n
n + σ2slab)
2
+ (1− pauxn ) ·
(m˜
\2,n
n )2 − V˜ \2,nn
(V˜
\2,n
n )2
and pauxn = sigmoid(r˜
new
2,n + r˜
\2,n
n ).
These do not rely on the parameters of Qnewn anymore, so in practice one calculates the
updates of f˜new2,n directly from the parameters of Q\2,n.
The updates for Q after updating f˜new2,n are derived from the rules for the product of
Bernoulli and normal distributions:
V˜ =
(
V˜ −11 +
(
V˜ new2
)−1)−1
,
m˜ = V˜
(
V˜ −11 m˜1 +
(
V˜ new2
)−1
m˜new2
)
,
r˜n = r˜
new
2,n + r˜3,n,
%˜ does not change.
Updates for f˜3,n: The parameters r˜
\3,n
n and %˜
\3,n
n of Q\3,n ∝ Q/f˜3,n are derived by using
the rules for quotients of Bernoulli distributions:
%˜\3,nn = %˜G(n) − %˜3,n,
r˜\3,nn = r˜n − r˜3,n.
We find the updated f˜new3,n by minimizing the Kullback-Leibler divergence between f3,n ·Q\3,n
and f˜new3,n · Q\3,n:
KL(f3,n · Q\3,n · 1
N
||f˜new3,n · Q\3,n ·
1
N˜
),
where N and N˜ are the appropriate normalizing constants.
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Since we are only updating the marginal parameters r˜new3,n and %˜
new
3,n , we factorize Q\3,n
and N with respect to n and will thus minimize
KL(f3,n · Q\3,nn ·
1
Nn
||f˜new3,n · Q\3,nn ·
1
N˜n
) = KL(Pˆn||Qnewn ), (28)
where f3,n · Q\3,nn =
(
ΓG(n) · Bern(Zn|p0,n) + (1− ΓG(n)) · δ(Zn)
) · N (βn|m˜\3,nn , V˜ \3,nn )
· Bern(Zn|p˜\3,nn ) · Bern(ΓG(n)|p˜i\3,nn )
and thus Nn =
∫ +∞
−∞
∑
Zn=0,1
∑
ΓG(n)=0,1
f3,n · Q\3,nn dβ
=p˜i\3,nn ·
(
p˜\3,nn p0,n + (1− p˜\3,nn )(1− p0,n)
)
+ (1− p˜i\3,nn ) · (1− p˜\3,nn ).
Minimizing (28) is the same as matching the expectations of the sufficient statistics Zn, βn
and β2n under the probabilities from Pˆn and Qnewn , this gives us the updated parameters
pˆnewn and pˆi
new
n of Qnewn (here we drop all subscripts n or 3,n and superscripts \3,n for better
readability):
pˆnew ≡ EQnew [Z] != EPˆ [Z] =
∑
Z=0,1
∫ ∞
−∞
∑
Γ=0,1
Z · Pˆ(β, Z,Γ)dβ
=
p˜p˜ip0
N
pˆinew ≡ EQnew [Γ] != EPˆ [Γ] =
∑
Z=0,1
∫ ∞
−∞
∑
Γ=0,1
Z · Pˆ(β, Z,Γ)dβ
=
p˜p˜ip0 + (1− p˜)(1− p0)p˜i
N
.
These are the new parameters of Qnewn . To find the updated parameters of f˜new3,n , we need
to divide Qnewn by Q\3,nn and use the rules for the quotient of Bernoulli distributions:
r˜new3,n = rˆ
new
n − r˜\3,nn ,
%˜new3,n = %ˆ
new
n − %˜\3,nn .
After some arithmetic operations we get the final analytical parameter updates of %˜new3,n and
r˜new3,n :
%˜new3,n = − log(1− p˜\3,nn ) + log(p˜\3,nn · p0,n + (1− p˜\3,nn ) · (1− p0,n))
= log(1 + p0,n · (exp(r˜\3,nn )− 1)),
r˜new3,n = logit(p˜i
\3,n
n · p0,n)
= log p0,n − log(1− p0,n + exp(−%˜\3,nn )).
These do not rely on the parameters of Qnewn , so in practice one calculates the updates of
f˜new3,n directly.
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The updates for Q after updating f˜3,n are derived from the rules for the product of
Bernoulli distributions:
V˜ does not change,
m˜ does not change,
%˜G(n) = %˜4,G(n) +
∑
l:G(l)=G(n)
%˜new3,l ,
r˜n = r˜2,n + r˜
new
3,n .
Appendix B.
Since the Bernoulli distribution belongs to the exponential family of distributions, the prod-
uct of two Bernoulli distributions is again a Bernoulli distribution up to a normalization
constant, and the parameter of the new Bernoulli distribution can be calculated as follows,
see also Herna´ndez-Lobato (2009, Appendix A.1):
Bern(x|p1) · Bern(x|p2) ∝ Bern(x|p)
⇒ p = p1p2
p1p2 + (1− p1)(1− p2) .
But with r = log p1−p = logit(p) we have:
r = r1 + r2,
which is helpful from a numerical point of view.
Similar results hold true for the quotient of Bernoulli distributions:
Bern(x|p1)/Bern(x|p2) ∝ Bern(x|p)
⇒ p = p1/p2
p1/p2 + (1− p1)/(1− p2)
⇒ r = r1 − r2.
The product or quotient of two normal distribution functions is again a normal distribu-
tion function, up to a normalization constant. The parameters µ and Σ can be calculated
from the parameters of the factor/denominator/numerator distributions as follows:
N (x|µ1,Σ1) · N (x|µ2,Σ2) ∝ N (x|µ,Σ)
⇒ Σ = (Σ−11 + Σ−12 )−1,
µ = Σ(Σ−11 µ1 + Σ
−1
2 µ2).
N (x|µ1,Σ1)/N (x|µ2,Σ2) ∝ N (x|µ,Σ)
⇒ Σ = (Σ−11 − Σ−12 )−1,
µ = Σ(Σ−11 µ1 − Σ−12 µ2).
The results for a univariate normal distribution are just the same with Σ = σ2.
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